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THE FUTURE OF AI

We will live together with artificial systems in the real world. 

Artificial intelligence quickly infiltrated 
the whole web, and thus an important 
aspect of our daily life. All you do in 
the internet is in one form or another 
filtered, stored, analysed, …

… in the not too far future artificial systems will have a 
body, that is, be part of our real world. Already now 
there are some cute robots in different labs and 
Hollywood movies. However, the first AI systems with 
substantial action repertoires, qualitatively and 
quantitatively, will be autonomous cars.  



POWERFUL EMBODIED AI: THE PROMISE OF AUTONOMOUS CARS

It seems promising to introduce autonomous cars, i.e. give our AI a body.

Present rate of fatalities worldwide 2/min. Thus ~40x that of terrorism. The reasons for 
fatalities are manyfold. All this can be easily improved on by autonomous cars. 



THE PRESENT PERFORMANCE OF AUTONOMOUS CARS

The safety of autonomous cars presently may be roughly at human level,  
but we do not really know. They are not accident free for years to come. 

One of the key metrics for comparing the safety levels for 
autonomously controlled car systems versus human 
controlled car systems is the number of fatalities per 
100,000,000 miles (160,000,000 kilometres) driven. Cars 
driven under traditional human control are currently 
involved in approximately 1.18 fatalities for every 

100,000,000 mi (160,000,000 km) driven. According to many 
automotive safety experts, much more data is yet required 
before any such clear and demonstrably higher levels of 
safety can be convincingly provided. (Wikipedia)



THE PRESENT STATE OF ETHICS OF AUTONOMOUS CARS

The German Ethics Commission published a set of recommendations.

#7 In Gefahrensituationen, die sich bei aller 
technischen Vorsorge als unvermeidbar erweisen, 
besitzt der Schutz menschlichen Lebens in einer 
Rechtsgüterabwägung höchste Priorität. …

#9 Bei unausweichlichen Unfallsituationen ist 
jede Qualifizierung nach persönlichen 
Merkmalen (Alter, Geschlecht, körperliche oder 
geistige Konstitution) strikt untersagt. …

… Eine Aufrechnung von Opfern ist untersagt. 
Eine allgemeine Programmierung auf eine 
Minderung der Zahl von Personenschäden kann 
vertretbar sein. …

… Die an der Erzeugung von Mobilitätsrisiken 
Beteiligten dürfen Unbeteiligte nicht opfern.
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THE EMBODIED TROLLEY DILEMMA

The trolley dilemma is a well known extreme example to have the question crystal clear. 



Moral decisions in the interaction of humans and a car driving assistant

THE EMBODIED TROLLEY DILEMMA, MAKE IT SIMPLE.
Skulmowski A et al. (2014) Front Behav Neurosci

Sütfeld L et al. (2017) Front Behav Neurosci 



Sütfeld et al. ADV Ethics Assessment and Modeling

FIGURE 2 | Model predictions. (Top) Slow condition, (Bottom) fast condition, (Left) pairing model, (Middle) obstacle model, (Right) cluster model. Colors indicate

the probability of saving the row-obstacle (y-axis) and sacrificing the column-obstacle (x-axis). Pink, green, blue, and black bars indicate cluster assignments based on

agglomerative clustering in the slow condition (see Figure 3). For means of comparability, the cluster model in the fast condition was fit with the semantic cluster

assignments from the slow condition.

10-fold cross-validation, as well as the Bayesian Information
Criterion.

Pairing Model vs. Obstacle Model
In a first step, we compare the pairing and the obstacle models.
When modeling the training data set, models with a (much)
higher number of free parameters can describe the data better.
However, in cross-validation, potential overfitting can lead to a
reduced performance of the more detailed model. Indeed, with a
prediction accuracy of 91.64% in the slow condition and 80.75%
in the fast condition, the obstacle model is slightly superior to
the detailed pairing model, with prediction accuracies of 89.33%
and 78.77%, respectively. Despite our extensive data set with
909 trials per condition, the large number of parameters in the
pairing model causes overfitting. This find translates to a much
larger BIC value for the pairing model (see Table 1). Thus, our

results strongly favor the obstacle model for its lower complexity
and reduced risk of overfitting. This result, in combination with
the high prediction accuracy of the obstacle model in the slow
condition, confirms our first hypothesis, i.e., one-dimensional
value-of-life-based models can adequately capture the ethical
decisions we make in real life scenarios.

Obstacle Model vs. Cluster Model
In the slow condition, the obstacle model’s rankings of coefficient
values within the categories mostly make sense, intuitively. For
example, children are assigned higher values than adults (boy:
2.76, male adult: 2.12, corresponding to a 65.5% chance of saving
the boy in a direct comparison with a male adult). Further, the
dog is consistently found to be the most valuable of the animals.
The prediction accuracies, however, are essentially even between
the obstacle model (91.64%) and the cluster model (91.20%),

Frontiers in Behavioral Neuroscience | www.frontiersin.org 7 July 2017 | Volume 11 | Article 122

Human decisions in a VR trolley dilemma can be very well described  
by a value of life concept.  

THE EMBODIED TROLLEY DILEMMA

With a prediction accuracy of ~91%, the obstacle model (middle) is slightly superior to the detailed pairing model (left), 
with a prediction accuracy of ~89%. This find translates to a much larger (worse) BIC value for the pairing model vs. the 
obstacle model. Performance of the cluster model (right) is only marginally lower than the obstacle model, but due to the 
largely reduced number of parameters, the BIC value is much lower (better). These results confirm our hypothesis that 
one-dimensional value-of-life-based models can adequately capture the ethical decisions we make in real life scenarios. 

Sütfeld L et al. (2017) Frontiers Behave Neurosci 



Differences between humans/animals/inanimate objects are near categorical.  
Yet, the combined effects are tricky and show effects that may be undesirable.

THE EMBODIED TROLLEY DILEMMA

Human decisions are well described by a one dimensional value of life scale. Four groups of obstacles can be 
differentiated. Importantly, the behaviour over participants is much more reliable in the naturalistic setting as 
compared to abstract questionnaires. Furthermore, in the abstract setting participants have a significant lane bias, 
i.e. a hands-off tendency not to do anything. Please note, that although humans are nearly always spared in a 
match-up with animals, adding an animal to a match-up of humans does significantly influence behaviour.

Sütfeld L et al. (2017) Frontiers Behave Neurosci 

different!



INTERIM SUMMARY #1

• Human decisions are well described 
by a one dimensional value of life 
scale. - This is good news for 
en g i n ee r s , m i xed news fo r 
philosophers. 

• The quant i tat ive d i f ferences 
between human, animals and 
inanimate objects are so large, that 
human dec is ions are near ly 
categorical. 

• Nevertheless, the presence of 
animals influences otherwise 
ba lanced dec i s ions between 
humans. 

Sütfeld L et al. (2017) Frontiers Behave Neurosci 
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FIGURE 2 | Model predictions. (Top) Slow condition, (Bottom) fast condition, (Left) pairing model, (Middle) obstacle model, (Right) cluster model. Colors indicate

the probability of saving the row-obstacle (y-axis) and sacrificing the column-obstacle (x-axis). Pink, green, blue, and black bars indicate cluster assignments based on

agglomerative clustering in the slow condition (see Figure 3). For means of comparability, the cluster model in the fast condition was fit with the semantic cluster

assignments from the slow condition.

10-fold cross-validation, as well as the Bayesian Information
Criterion.

Pairing Model vs. Obstacle Model
In a first step, we compare the pairing and the obstacle models.
When modeling the training data set, models with a (much)
higher number of free parameters can describe the data better.
However, in cross-validation, potential overfitting can lead to a
reduced performance of the more detailed model. Indeed, with a
prediction accuracy of 91.64% in the slow condition and 80.75%
in the fast condition, the obstacle model is slightly superior to
the detailed pairing model, with prediction accuracies of 89.33%
and 78.77%, respectively. Despite our extensive data set with
909 trials per condition, the large number of parameters in the
pairing model causes overfitting. This find translates to a much
larger BIC value for the pairing model (see Table 1). Thus, our

results strongly favor the obstacle model for its lower complexity
and reduced risk of overfitting. This result, in combination with
the high prediction accuracy of the obstacle model in the slow
condition, confirms our first hypothesis, i.e., one-dimensional
value-of-life-based models can adequately capture the ethical
decisions we make in real life scenarios.

Obstacle Model vs. Cluster Model
In the slow condition, the obstacle model’s rankings of coefficient
values within the categories mostly make sense, intuitively. For
example, children are assigned higher values than adults (boy:
2.76, male adult: 2.12, corresponding to a 65.5% chance of saving
the boy in a direct comparison with a male adult). Further, the
dog is consistently found to be the most valuable of the animals.
The prediction accuracies, however, are essentially even between
the obstacle model (91.64%) and the cluster model (91.20%),

Frontiers in Behavioral Neuroscience | www.frontiersin.org 7 July 2017 | Volume 11 | Article 122

#7 In Gefahrensituationen, die sich bei aller 
technischen Vorsorge als unvermeidbar erweisen, 
besitzt der Schutz menschlichen Lebens in einer 
Rechtsgüterabwägung höchste Priorität. …

not that obvious

Ethikkommission automatisiertes und 
vernetztes Fahren (2017).



Robots have to be the better humans!? 

ARE ALL AVATARS TREATED EQUALLY?

1 3

Human Decisions in Moral Dilemmas are Largely Described by…

Results

Data from 189 participants and a total of 4000 trials, distributed into five modules 
according to the aforementioned hypotheses, was analysed. Below, the results for 
each module will be described separately.

Quantitative Greater Good

In the first module, it was tested whether people would act in favor of the quan-
titative greater good by saving more as opposed to fewer avatars. This module 
consisted of three trials. The environment for this module was a suburban setting, 
consisting of a two-lane road. Only standing adults were presented as avatars. 
In the suburban setting, parked cars occupied both sides of the two-lane street. 
In the one-versus-two and one-versus-six conditions, only 7 out of 189 partici-
pants targeted the higher number of avatars (Fig. 1). In the one-versus-four condi-
tion, 12 participants targeted the group of four instead of the individual; thus, in 
all three conditions, the overwhelming majority of participants spared the larger 
number of avatars.

To investigate this difference between the conditions, a permutation test was 
used. It yielded no significant difference (p  >  0.05). This shows that partici-
pants acted similarly throughout all three conditions. For each single condition, 
the number of participants targeting one avatar instead of the larger number is 

Fig. 1  Decision distribution in the Quantitative Greater Good module

 A. K. Faulhaber et al.
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highly significant (p  <  0.01). This data indicates that participants decided in 
favor of the quantitative greater good.

Age-Considering Greater Good

The second module tested the hypothesis that people would spare younger ava-
tars at the expense of older ones. It was composed of six trials in a suburban 
setting. As avatars a child, a standing adult, a kneeling adult, and an old person 
were used. Each trial presented one of the following six combinations of avatars: 
one child versus one standing adult, one child versus one old person, one stand-
ing adult versus one old person, one kneeling adult versus one standing adult, 
one kneeling adult versus one old person, and one kneeling adult versus one 
child.

In the pairwise comparisons of children, adults, and the elderly, it was 
observed that younger avatars were spared at the expense of older avatars 
(Fig. 2). The differences between children versus adults and elderly versus adults 
were highly significant in a permutation test (p  <  0.001). The results demon-
strate the inverse relation of the expected remaining lifespan of an avatar and the 
chance of getting hit. This decrease in value according to age was highly signifi-
cant (p < 0.01).

To investigate whether the difference emerged only through variation in avatar 
height, kneeling adults versus standing children and standing elderly were tested. 
The observed difference in the children versus kneeling adults’ comparison was 
highly significant (Fig.  2, 4th block, p  <  0.001). In the direct comparison of 
kneeling adults versus standing adults, the latter were hit more often (p < 0.001). 
A similar pattern emerged in the comparison between kneeling adults versus the 
elderly; thus, kneeling and standing moderated the participants’ decisions to some 
degree. However, these results confirm that participants spare younger avatars at 
the expense of older ones, irrespective of the avatars’ heights.

Fig. 2  Decision distribution in the Age-Considering Greater Good module. The left side shows purely 
age-considering decisions; the right side shows decisions about object height
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Human Decisions in Moral Dilemmas are Largely Described by…

The Influence of Context

The third module explored the influence of context. Specifically, the corresponding 
hypothesis states that avatars located on sidewalks would be spared more often than 
those in streets. Therefore, in direct analogy to the first module, a single adult avatar 
on the sidewalk was matched with two to six adult avatars in the street.

This module consisted of six trials in a city setting that contained a one-way 
street with sidewalks on both sides. One of the sidewalks was blocked by parked 
cars while participants had the opportunity to drive on the other sidewalk to avoid 
avatars in the street.

Compared to the first module, it was expected that a larger difference in the num-
ber of avatars would be necessary to lead to a consistent sacrifice of the single avatar 
on the sidewalk. However, in general, this context did not seem to have a strong 
effect on decisions. The majority of participants still consistently spared the high-
est number of avatars possible, regardless of the sidewalk context (Fig. 3). It was 
investigated whether a switch point, defined by a critical imbalance of the num-
ber of avatars, could adequately describe the participants’ decisions. That is, if the 
number of avatars to be hit in the street were larger than this threshold, participants 
would change from driving in the street to driving on the sidewalk to save a large 
enough group of avatars. The data showed that only 2.56% of trials would need to be 
changed for all participants to behave consistently according to a simple model with 
a single free parameter, the switch point.

For statistical evaluation, models describing different switch points were fitted 
to the data and compared the sums of squared residuals of the models to iden-
tify the model that best fits the data. Results showed that modeling the data with 
a switch point between the conditions with one-versus-two and one-versus-three 
avatars described the data best (Fig. 3), with a sum of squared residuals of 34.0. 
This, in turn, indicates that participants choose to drive on the sidewalk to save 
a group of three or more avatars rather than saving only two. However, through-
out all conditions, the number of participants who drove on the sidewalk to save 

Fig. 3  Decision distribution in the Influence of Context module. Depiction of the best-fitted model for 
these decisions

#9 Bei unausweichlichen 
Unfallsituationen ist jede 
Qualifizierung nach 
persönlichen Merkmalen 
(Alter, Geschlecht, 
körperliche oder geistige 
Konstitution) strikt 
untersagt. …

… Eine Aufrechnung von Opfern 
ist untersagt. Eine 
allgemeine Programmierung auf 
eine Minderung der Zahl von 
Personenschäden kann 
vertretbar sein. …

… Die an der Erzeugung von 
Mobilitätsrisiken Beteiligten 
dürfen Unbeteiligte nicht 
opfern.

Participants consistently 
do not endanger the 
larger group of avatars. 

The decisions appear not 
to be categorical, but 
b e i n g b a s e d o n a 
quantitative comparison.

The human choice is 
c o n s i s t e n t w i t h 
maximisation of rescued 
life expectancy.

The own avatar is valued 
only slightly higher than 
other avatars.

Sidewalks are not treated 
as a safe haven.

Faulhaber et al. (2018) Sci Eng Ethics 
Bergmann et al. (2018) Front Behav Neurosci



The perspective modulates acceptable decisions.  
Yet, here it appears to be a small effect. 

DOES ACCEPTABILITY DEPEND ON PERSPECTIVE?
Moral Judgments on Self-driving Cars: An Online Study 5

Figure 1: Final frames from the occupant-pedestrian dilemma animations, with Lives-
risked ratio of 2:1. (Top) Car stays on course, (Bottom) car swerves to the side,
(Left) car occupant perspective, (Middle) bird’s-eye view, (Right) pedestrian
perspective.

2.2 Materials

The stimuli consisted of short (five second) animations made with Version 2.79 of Blender
(Blender Online Community, 2017). Each animation depicted a car travelling over a
bridge. Immediately after crossing the bridge, the car encountered a dilemma situation.
It could either stay on course and risk the lives of pedestrians on the road or swerve
to the side. Depending on the type of dilemma, swerving would direct the car into (a)
a single pedestrian (on a road or a sidewalk) or (b) the side of a freight train. The
animations ended at the moment just before impact (Figure 1).
To manipulate perspective, each animation depicted a dilemma from either a bird’s-

eye view; a first-person perspective of a pedestrian; or a first-person perspective of the
car occupant (Figure 1).

2.3 Design

Two separate types of moral dilemmas were investigated (pedestrian-pedestrian; occupant-
pedestrian). While the two associated designs di↵ered in important ways, the general
framework was the same.
Four di↵erent lives-risked ratios were investigated; swerving would always endanger a

single life, but staying on course would endanger 1 to 4 lives, depending on the trial.

2.3.1 Pedestrian-pedestrian dilemmas

For the pedestrian-pedestrian dilemmas we employed a 2 (Motorist-type) ⇥ 4 (Perspec-
tive) ⇥ 2 (Scenario) ⇥ 4 (Lives-risked ratio) mixed factorial design. Motorist-type and
perspective were manipulated between-participants, while Scenario and Lives-risked ra-
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• The perspective modulates 
acceptable decisions. Yet, here 
it appears to be a small 
effect.

• There is no s ign ificant 
difference (main effect) of 
human and self driving cars.

• The acceptability of decisions 
in the road vs. sidewalk 
dilemma is dependent on 
perspective and motorist. 

• A self driving car is (slightly) 
e xpec t ed to endange r 
passengers less than human 
drivers. 

Kallioinen et al. (in review)



[your choice]

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

1. Equal intentional rescues: The algorithm could 
randomly with equal probability select one of the three 
persons not to endanger and act accordingly. Each 
person is intentionally not endangered in 1/3 of the 
cases. However, the postdoc distribution will be biased 
to not endanger the second and third person in 2/3 of 
the cases, as they stand together. The average number of 
casualties is 4/3 ~ 1.33 per dilemma situation. 

2. Equal post-hoc rescues: The algorithm could 
randomly with equal probability select one side, 
irrespective of the number of people present, to not 
endanger. The resulting distribution is that all subjects are 
not endangered in 50% of the cases with an average 
number of casualties of 3/2 = 1.50 per dilemma situation. 

3. Minimal casualties: The algorithm could always 
chose not to endanger the larger group. The resulting 
distribution is completely biased, subject 1 is always 
endangered and subjects 2 and 3 are never endangered.  
The average number of casualties results in 1.00 per 
dilemma situation.

The dilemma

If we can not agree on a concrete answer to this 
simple question, how can we design autonomous 
systems for complex situations?

Sütfeld L et al. (2018) Front Behav Neurosci
Sütfeld L et al. (in press) PLoS One

Anna Bert
Conni



Autonomous systems need a prefrontal cortex,  
aka. ethics by design. 

HOW TO SECURE SECURE OPERATION? #1Formalism

Bayesian Network
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Empowerment: Formal Definition
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(Klyubin et al., 2005a,b; Nehaniv et al., 2007; Klyubin et al., 2008)

Informational Drivers of Cognition

Salge & Polani (2017) Front Robot AI

(A) Testing. However, we have to consider e.g. the 
halting problem, adversarial attacks and complexity 
of real-time systems. This will not be sufficient.

(B) 3 root laws. How to implement?

(C) Empowerment. To be in command of your own fate has 
positive value (Jung et al., 2011). This can be mathematically 
formalised as empowerment (Klyubin et al., 2005; 2008; 
Nehaniv et al., 2007). Importantly, this does not make 
assumptions on the direct function of reward. For example, 
food is good, as it allows you to live and act.



Autonomous cars (should) do what we ask them to do.  
We must be honest to ourselves.

HOW TO SECURE SECURE OPERATION? #2

We can not at the same time not 
discriminate and differentiate!?

“#9 Bei unausweichlichen 
Unfallsituationen ist jede 
Qualifizierung nach 
persönlichen Merkmalen 
(Alter, Geschlecht, 
körperliche oder geistige 
Konstitution) strikt 
untersagt. … “



Summary	&		acknowledgements

• Introducing autonomous cars promises huge 
benefits..

• With respect to autonomous cars the results make 
clear suggestions. (1) Human decisions in a VR 
trolley dilemma can be very well described by a 
value of life concept.  (2) The perspective has only 
a small modulatory effect. (3)The acceptability of 
actions by human drivers and autonomous cars is 
largely congruent. All this is good news for 
engineers and allows to optimise a clear objective.  

• However, empirically not all human avatars are 
treated equally and quantitative comparisons 
dominate behaviour. Further, the perspective has a 
modulatory effect, most notably in the context of a 
sidewalk. This has to be subject of a public 
discussion. Maybe robots have to be the better 
humans, or we revise some of the ethics.

• Finally, these questions beg for an answer of the 
fundamental problem of testing/validating 
autonomous systems. Can we achieve ethics by 
design?
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